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Abstract

Background: Using Newcastle 85+ Study data, we investigated transitions between frailty states from age 85 to 90 years and
whether multi-morbidities and socioeconomic status (SES) modify transitions.
Methods: The Newcastle 85+ Study is a prospective, longitudinal cohort study of all people born in 1921 in Newcastle and
North Tyneside. Data included: a multidimensional health assessment; general practice record review (GPRR) and date of
death. Using the Fried phenotype (participants defined as robust, pre-frail or frail), frailty was measured at baseline, 18, 36
and 60 months.
Results: Frailty scores were available for 82% (696/845) of participants at baseline. The prevalence of frailty was higher in
women (29.7%, 123/414) than men (17.7%, 50/282) at baseline and all subsequent time points. Of those robust at baseline,
44.6% (50/112) remained robust at 18 months and 28% (14/50) at age 90. Most (52%) remained in the same state across
consecutive interviews; only 6% of the transitions were recovery (from pre-frail to robust or frail to pre-frail), and none were
from frail to robust. Four or more diseases inferred a greater likelihood of progression from robust to pre-frail even after
adjustment for SES. SES did not influence the likelihood of moving from one frailty state to another.
Conclusions: Almost half the time between age 85 and 90, on average, was spent in a pre-frail state; multi-morbidity increased
the chance of progression from robust and to frail; greater clinical intervention at the onset of a first chronic illness, to prevent
transition to multi-morbidity, should be encouraged.
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Key Points

• This is the first study to report frailty progression in the very old at four time points over 5 years.
• On average, around half the time between age 85 and 90 are spent pre-frail and just under 1 year frail.
• Between age 85 and 90, most remained in the same frailty state or progressed to adjacent states.
• Progression from robust to pre-frail, and from pre-frail to frail, is more likely with four or more diseases.
• Socioeconomic status did not appear to have an effect on the transition from one frailty state to another.
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Introduction

Frailty has been defined as an increased vulnerability to poor
health stressors due to a state of increased vulnerability to
poor resolution of homoeostasis after a stressor event [1]. In
the very old, those older than 85 years, between a quarter
to a half of people are estimated to be frail bringing an
increased risk of falls, hospitalisation, care home admis-
sion and death; however accurate figures are difficult to
achieve as the concept and diagnostic criteria of frailty vary
[1, 2]. In research, two frailty models are in common use,
the frailty phenotype [3] and Rockwood’s cumulative deficits
model [4]. Both have developed scales/tools to assess frailty
in practice, the Fried Frailty Index and the Rockwood Frailty
Index respectively. The Fried frailty index (FFI) categorises
individuals into three frailty states: robust, pre-frail or frail.
This FFI examines changes in the body systems of individuals
and is constructed to reflect impairment that leads to an
overall manifestation of a more vulnerable state. Specif-
ically, these pertain to weight loss, exhaustion, slowness
and low levels of physical activity. The RFI approaches the
concept from a more disease-centric perspective. It counts
the number of ‘health deficits’ observed (or diagnosed) for
individuals, and the greater the number of health deficits, the
greater the perceived level of vulnerability (and the therefore
frailty). The cumulative deficits model has been modified
and adapted into an electronic frailty index currently used
in primary care in England (eFI) [5]. Additional frailty tools
continue to be developed [6].

Frailty is a dynamic state with people moving between
robust, pre-frail and frail states [7]; cross-sectional studies
have reported that factors such as comorbidities and low
socioeconomic status (SES) influence transitions between
states. However, few longitudinal studies have assessed the
relationship between multi-morbidity and frailty over a sig-
nificant length of time (i.e. >2 years), with conflicting results
reported [8, 9]. The relationship between SES, typically
measured by education or income, and frailty trajectories
over time has been widely researched internationally [10,
11]. Generally lower SES is associated with a higher chance
of worsening frailty [9, 10, 12] and lower chance of recovery.
Other studies find no association [13–15], perhaps due to
age, since associations appear to be present in young–old age
groups rather than the very old [16].

Despite the rapid increases in the very old, there is little
research on frailty progression in this important group [7]
and specifically if, and how, factors, such as comorbidities or
SES, contribute to frailty progression. Also, earlier studies
often assess frailty at only two time points and fail to
include people in institutional care thereby resulting in an
incomplete picture. We aim to address these gaps using data
from the Newcastle 85+ cohort [17]; between ages 85 and
90 years, we investigate (i) the progression of frailty over
5 years as measured by the Fried phenotype and (ii) the
effect of multi-morbidity and SES on frailty progression,
using transitions between frailty states and frailty states and
death.

Methods

Newcastle 85+ study

A detailed description of the Newcastle 85+ Study, a
prospective, observational longitudinal cohort study that
commenced recruitment in 2006, has been published [17].
All people born in 1921, permanently registered with a
General Practitioner in Newcastle and North Tyneside, were
approached. Participants were 85 years old at baseline with
follow-up at 18, 36 and 60 months. A recruitment and reten-
tion flowchart of the study is presented in Appendix 6. Data
was collected using three methods: (i) a multidimensional
health assessment comprising questionnaires, measurement
and function tests and blood tests, (ii) general practice record
review (GPRR) and (iii) mortality data obtained through
NHS Digital.

This study was conducted according to the guidelines
set out in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki, and the
Newcastle and North Tyneside local research ethics com-
mittee approved all procedures involving human subjects
(06/Q0905/2). Written informed consent was obtained
from all participants, and when that was not possible,
consent was obtained from a caregiver or a relative according
to the UK Mental Capacity Act 2005.

Frailty

As we wish to examine the effect of multi-morbidity on
transitions to frailty, we used the FFI. This index measures
the phenotype of frailty through dysregulated body systems.
We could not use the RFI as this would have led to problems
with multicollinearity and a self-fulfilling prediction due to
the similarities in the constructs of multi-morbidity and RFI.
The Fried frailty status (FFS) was derived for each time point
based on approximations from the Cardiovascular Health
Study (CHS) methodology [3, 17] (Appendix 7). Briefly,
FFS was derived by scoring (1) for every component that was
present (shrinking, physical endurance/energy, low physical
activity, weakness and slow walking speed) and (0) if absent
(range 0–5). Participants with a score of zero were defined
as robust, with 1–2 as pre-frail and with ≥3 components as
frail. The analytic sample consisted of 696 participants with
assigned FFS at baseline (no exclusions). The missing pattern
analysis of the possible missing items to derive the FFS is
included in Appendix 1.

Socioeconomic status

Full-time education was defined in three categories: up
to 9 years, 10–11 years or 12 or more years in full-time
education (missing n = 2); Participants’ postcodes were used
to derive the index of multiple deprivation (IMD) with
higher scores representing those living in less deprived areas
(missing n = 0) [18].

Mortality and disease count

The time to death was calculated as the time between age
at baseline (2006–2007) and time of death (censored at 29
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August 2012). Mortality follow-up was restricted to 5 years
to match the end of data collection. Disease count was
created by scoring eight chronic diseases as either present
(1) or absent (0) (cardiac, respiratory and cerebrovascu-
lar disease, arthritis, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, cog-
nitive impairment and cancer in the past 5 years) from
GPRR at baseline, 18, 36 and at 60 months of follow-up
[19].

Other variables

A disability score was calculated using items predominantly
from the Groningen Activity Restriction Scale as previously
described [19]. Each activity of daily living and mobility
item that the participant could not perform or perform with
difficulty was scored as one and with a score of zero if the
activities were performed without any difficulty. This formed
the disability score and was calculated for baseline and at
18, 36 and at 60 months of follow-up [20]. Global cogni-
tion was assessed with the Standardised Mini-Mental State
Examination (SMMSE) and depression was assessed by the
15-item Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) with previously
used cutpoints [17]. These were part of the model building
strategy but not included in the final model and are used to
characterise the sample.

Statistical analysis

Normality was assessed with Q-Q plots. Categorical data
are presented as percentages (with sample size) and non-
normally distributed variables as medians and interquartile
ranges (IQR). To determine the contribution of socioe-
conomic inequalities and multi-morbidity to transitions
between frailty states (robust, pre-frail and frail) and to
death (absorbing state) over 5 years, we used a Markov
multistate model with the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–
Shanno (BFGS) algorithm to maximise the likelihood. The
allowed transitions in the frailty–death model are shown in
Appendix 8. Initially we investigated models individually
for education, IMD, and disease count, adjusted for age and
sex. We then fitted a full model adjusted for all variables
(age, sex, education, IMD, disease count) to see the residual
effect of each of the SES measures and disease count on
transitions. These variables were selected based on their
theoretical, clinical and statistical relevance to a stable
parsimonious model. As a sensitivity analysis, missing FFS
was inputted based on the existing FFS components, sex,
institutionalised or not and MMSE, chronic disease and
disability categories. Results are presented as hazard ratios
(HR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI). Total length of
stay in each of the frailty states was also presented. Point
estimates and CI were used to assess statistical and clinical
significance. Data management and analysis of baseline
characteristics were conducted using Stata v12.0, and
multistate models were fitted with the msm package [21] in
R v3.5.1.

Results

FFS could be calculated for 696 participants at baseline
(414 women and 282 men). More participants without the
necessary variables to assign an FFS state were women, lived
in institutions, were less cognitively intact, had more chronic
diseases, were more disabled and had shorter survival time
than those without FFS (Appendix 2).

Baseline health and SES characteristics by FFS

At baseline, more women were frail (71%). Compared to
those robust, frail participants had poorer self-rating of
health (24% of frail vs 61% of robust rating their health as
excellent or very good), were less cognitively intact (63% of
frail vs 91% of robust had an SMMSE score ≥ 26), were
more depressed (58% of frail vs 91% of robust did not
have depression), were more disabled (frail participants had
a median of eight difficulties with activities of daily living),
had more urinary incontinence (50% of frail vs 13% of
robust), were more visually impaired (42% of frail vs 26%
of robust) and experienced more falls (26% of frail vs 11%
of robust). At baseline, more participants living in more
deprived areas (Q1) were robust (34.9%) than frail (20.8%),
and conversely those living in less deprived areas (Q4) were
less robust (20.2%) than frail (32.9%). There was a 10%
difference between the number of people with 0–9 years
of full-time education that were robust (60.5%) and frail
(71.7%) (Table 1).

Frailty states at baseline, 18, 36 and 60 months

Figure 1 and Appendix 3 show a progressive decrease in
robust FFS (19% of all participants at baseline and 7% of
surviving participants at 60 months) and increase in frail FFS
(25% of all participants at baseline and 38% at 60 months)
in men and women over the 5 years of follow-up.

Transitions between FFS and to death from age 85
to 90 years

At consecutive intervals most participants (52%) remained
in the same state over the 5 years. Thirty percent of the
transitions were to adjacent states (pre-frail, frail or death).
Only 6% of the transitions were recovery (i.e. from pre-
frail to robust or frail to pre-frail), and none were from
frail to robust (Appendix 4). On average an 85-year-old
can expect to spend 1.44 (95%CI: 1.17–1.74) years robust,
2.21 (95%CI: 2.01–2.36) years pre-frail and 0.80 (95%CI:
0.68–0.93) years frail over the next 5 years.

Effect of socioeconomic inequalities on transitions
between FFS from 85 to 90 years

The likelihood of transitioning between frailty states and to
death was similar between groups defined by education in
models adjusted for age and sex (Figure 2) and in models
adjusted for IMD and number of chronic diseases (Appendix
5). Those living in less deprived areas (higher IMD) were less
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Table 1. Baseline health and sociodemographic characteristics of participants, by frailty state

Robust (n = 129) Pre-frail (n = 394) Frail (n = 173) All (n = 696)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Women 47.3 (61) 58.4 (230) 71.1 (123) 59.5 (414)
Living status
Alone 62.0 (80) 57.1 (225) 57.0 (98) 58.0 (403)
Not alone 38.0 (49) 40.9 (161) 34.9 (60) 38.9 (270)
Institution 0.0 (0) 2.0 (8) 8.1 (14) 3.2 (22)
Self-rated health
Excellent/very Good 61.2 (79) 43.6 (170) 23.7 (41) 41.9 (290)
Good 31.8 (41) 38.2 (149) 37.0 (64) 36.7 (254)
Fair/poor 7.0 (9) 18.2 (71) 39.3 (68) 21.4 (148)
Education
0–9 years 60.5 (78) 62.5 (245) 71.7 (124) 64.4 (447)
10–11 years 25.6 (33) 22.7 (89) 20.8 (36) 22.8 (158)
12+ years 14.0 (18) 14.8 (58) 7.5 (13) 12.8 (89)
IMD
More deprived (Q1) 34.9 (45) 27.4 (108) 20.8 (36) 27.2 (189)
Q2 + Q3 45.0 (58) 52.3 (206) 46.2 (80) 49.4 (344)
Less deprived (Q4) 20.2 (26) 20.3 (80) 32.9 (57) 23.4 (163)
SMMSE
Normal (26–30) 90.7 (117) 81.0 (319) 62.8 (108) 78.3 (544)
Mild (22–25) 6.2 (8) 14.5 (57) 21.5 (37) 14.7 (102)
Mod (18–21) 3.1 (4) 3.1 (12) 9.3 (16) 4.6 (32)
Severe (0–17) 0.0 (0) 1.5 (6) 6.4 (11) 2.5 (17)
GDSa

No depression 96.0 (120) 85.2 (323) 58.1 (90) 80.9 (533)
Mild 3.2 (4) 10.6 (40) 21.9 (34) 11.8 (78)
Severe 0.8 (1) 3.2 (12) 16.8 (26) 5.9 (39)
Disability scoreb 1 (0–2) 2 (1–5) 8 (5–11) 3 (1–6)
Chronic diseases
0–1 35.7 (46) 31.7 (125) 14.5 (25) 28.2 (196)
2–3 55.8 (72) 54.3 (214) 54.9 (95) 54.7 (381)
4+ 8.5 (11) 14.0 (55) 30.6 (53) 17.1 (119)
Urinary incontinence 13.4 (17) 25.5 (100) 50.0 (86) 29.3 (203)
Impaired vision 26.4 (34) 35.2 (138) 42.1 (72) 35.3 (244)
Impaired hearing 58.9 (76) 57.3 (225) 64.2 (111) 59.3 (412)
Fallsc 10.9 (14) 15.6 (61) 26.0 (45) 17.3 (120)

aForty-six participants had SMMSE<15 and were not assessed. bMedian (interquartile range). cDefined as at least one fall in the previous 12 months. Entries are
percentages (%) and counts (n) unless otherwise stated. GDS, Geriatric depression scale; SMMSE, Standardised Mini-Mental State Examination; Mod, moderate.

likely to die from a frail state (HR: 0.60, 95%CI: 0.40–0.89)
in models adjusted for age and sex, and this remained after
further adjustment for education and disease count (HR:
0.59, 95%CI: 0.39–0.90) (Appendix 5). Multiple imputa-
tions of the missing FFS did not alter the results significantly
except for the transition from pre-frail to robust where those
in the highest quartile of IMD were less likely to recover
(HR: 0.46, 95%CI: 0.22–0.95), likely an effect of imputing
missing robust FFS.

Effect of multi-morbidity on transitions between
FFS from 85 to 90 years

Participants with four or more diseases were more likely to
transition between a robust and pre-frailty state than those
with zero or one diseases in models adjusted for age and
sex (HR: 3.78, 95%CI: 1.38–10.38) (Figure 2) and further
adjusted for education and IMD (HR: 3.79, 95%CI: 1.48–
9.75) (Appendix 5). The trend was similar for the transition
between pre-frail and frailty (HR: 1.65, 95%CI: 1.06–2.57
Appendix 5).

Discussion

This is the first study to report frailty progression in very
old people at four time points from age 85–90 years and
specifically to investigate the role of multi-morbidity and
SES on frailty progression. Our findings show that between
age 85 and 90, on average just under half the time (2.2 years)
is spent pre-frail and around 9 months (0.8 years) frail.
Most very old adults remained in the same frailty state
or progressed to adjacent states (pre-frail, frail or death),
between age 85 and 90, with recovery from pre-frail or frail
accounting for only 6% of transitions. Compared to having
none or one chronic disease, four or more diseases inferred a
greater likelihood of progression from robust to pre-frail and
from pre-frail to frail. However, SES did not appear to have
an effect on the likelihood of moving from one frailty state
to another at this age.

As reported in the literature, our baseline findings show
that those defined as frail were more likely to be female
[7, 9, 10] and have depression or cognitive impairment.
However comparison of our results on frailty progression
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Figure 1. Fried frailty states and death (%), by follow-up and sex.

with previous research is difficult because other studies mea-
suring frailty at four or more time points have only included
younger old populations [11, 16, 22], who theoretically
may be healthier. For example, in a recent systematic review
exploring frailty transitions in community-dwelling older
people (16 studies; 42,775 participants) the mean age of the
participants ranged from 69 to 78 years [7]. As in this review
and other studies [13], most of the transitions in our very old
cohort were in the forward direction (e.g. robust to frail),
with only a very small minority transitioning from frail to
robust as per in younger old cohorts [7].

With respect to SES, some prior longitudinal, observa-
tional studies have reported an effect on frailty transitions
[9, 10, 12, 23], whilst others have not [13–15]. In our study,
participants living in more affluent areas (top 25% of IMD)
were less likely to die from a frail state; there was also a non-
significant trend for this group to be more likely to die from
a pre-frail state and be less likely to transit from pre-frail to
frail. This may mean that very old adults living in an area with
a higher IMD score (late-life SES indicator) spend their final
years pre-frail rather than frail. However, it might also be that

very old, frail individuals in more affluent areas live longer in
a frail state through better care. Education appeared to have
little effect on the likelihood of transitioning between frailty
states or to death, and this is consistent with others [16],
suggesting that education (early-life SES) is less important
in very old age than current SES (IMD), although we have
found the converse to be true for disability transitions in this
population [19].

A potential reason for the paucity of evidence of associa-
tions with SES pertains to survivor bias. As our population
are all aged 85 at baseline, those of poorer health and from
lower SES may already have died. Furthermore, those who
recruited to the study from low SES may exhibit more robust
health than their decedent counterparts, despite low SES,
thus diluting effects observed in the younger old.

In terms of multi-morbidity, our participants with four
or more diseases were more likely to move from robust
to pre-frail or from pre-frail to frail. This is similar to a
Chinese study [9] but contrasts with a German study where
there was no association between comorbidity and frailty
over 1.5 years in a population of 1,600 adults aged 80+
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Figure 2. Hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals for socioeconomic inequalities, disease count (multi-morbidity) and
transitions between frailty states and death. Educ, years of full-time education; IMD, index of multiple deprivation. All three
separate models (education, IMD and disease count) were adjusted for age and sex. Quartiles of IMD were as follows: Q1 (25th
percentile), 3–12; Q2 + Q3 (25–75th percentile), 12–43; Q4 (75th percentile), 43–78.

years. In terms of clinical care to reduce or delay the onset
of frailty, intervention at the onset of the first chronic
illness to prevent the onset of multi-morbidity may be
appropriate.

Major strengths of our study include the use of GP records
at every phase to determine the number of chronic dis-
eases and the all-inclusive recruitment strategy (only people
excluded from the study were those with end-stage terminal
illness). Unfortunately, we could not assign a frailty score at
baseline for 149 participants (17.6%); it is therefore possible
that those not included in our study were frailer than the
participants who could be classified. However classifiable
participants had complete follow-up data at 18, 36 and
60 months, including mortality data, and so we expect the
impact to be minimal. With observations at 18, 36 and at
60 months, it is feasible that we may have missed transitions

to some frailty states potentially leading to underestimation
of the effect of SES.

We hypothesise two reasons for failing to find evidence of
an effect of multi-morbidity on transitions from frail states
to death: (i) multi-morbidity in this age group has a greater
effect on mortality than frailty incidence (as observed),
and/or (ii) multi-morbidity does impact frailty in this age
group, but it results in a swift transition to death, and due to
the time-intervals between the interview schedules, we miss
transitions to frailty.

Frailty has been identified as a common condition asso-
ciated with death in community-dwelling older people [5]
and is potentially a method of predicting those most at
risk of dying, especially in the last year of life [1, 24].
However recent research showed that whilst the eFI is a
strong predictor of mortality at the population level, it is not
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clinically helpful having a low predictive value for mortality
at an individual level, even close to death [25]. Frailty can be
‘improved’ [26], with a recent review suggesting the easiest
and most effective intervention is a combination of strength
exercises and protein supplements [27]. Unfortunately accu-
rately ‘diagnosing’ frailty and its various states remains a
clinical challenge, hampered by a lack of consensus over
the definition and conceptualisation of frailty, with growing
numbers of frailty assessment tools [1, 6, 28]. As we found,
around half of those robust at baseline became pre-frail by
18 months and only 6% frail; future research may be better
targeted at identifying the pre-frail than the already frail or
as recently suggested reversing the current negative clinical
paradigm and focusing on what an older person can achieve
rather than what they cannot do [29, 30].

Supplementary Data: Supplementary data mentioned in
the text are available to subscribers in Age and Ageing online.
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